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As you push the head of the 

D.1 inside, you will feel some 

gentle resistance from the 

(vaginal) opening.

When there’s no more resistance, 

pull the D.1 gently back out until 

you feel slight resistance again. 

The D.1 will now be positioned 

right under the G-spot area.

Push down on the handle to 

feel the head against your 

G-spot area.

You can alternate between the 

more pointed part of the head 

to the broader curved part by a 

simple twist of the hand.

Dildo
Stone
Size
ф  125 mm

Highlights:

- Hand crafted piece with a broad, flattened head and angled/twisted shaft aimed at  
those who like to feel greater fullness from penetration inwards, as well as those who 
like/want more pressure across a wider area

- By gently twisting the shaft the head can stimulate and discover various points of 
pleasure from just inside the vaginal opening to further in

- Both ends can be used. The handle provides a smaller alternative to deeper penetration. 
The handle arches nicely and combined with the angle of the shaft you can stimulate  
the G-spot area using this end too

ABOUT THE D.2
The D.2 Stone Dildo is handsculpted from polished Absolute Black Granite. The slightly twisted 

smooth shaft curves gently into a broad, flattened head for a fuller feeling and firmer stimulation.

ABOUT ABSOLUTE BLACK GRANITE
Absolute Black Granite is an igneous rock found mostly in Sweden, India and China. The stone 

is extremely hard and durable with a smooth finish. The Absolute Black Granite chosen for  

the D.2 Stone Dildo is Shanxi Black from China and is the most dense of them all. It is graded 

a 9 on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness with diamond graded as a 10 at the top of the 

scale. Each dildo is hand crafted and polished with only natural brushes and water to obtain  

a smooth luxurious finish.

HOW TO USE THE P.2

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Material: Absolute Black Granite

Weight: 422 gr / 14.88 oz

Origin: Shanxi, China

Colours:  Black LDD2EGY
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